
Everyone is on their phone nowadays, so we send review
requests with Kenect over text message and it makes leaving
a review super simple for clients.

Tina Draine
Arthur Law Firm



Arthur Law Firm is an experienced and dedicated law firm that focuses on personal injury, insurance,
domestic and criminal law. They advocate and advance client's rights in state and federal courts
throughout Ohio.

Needed an easier way for clients to leave
online reviews
No process to send appointment reminders to
clients
Needed the ability to allow clients to text
photos to the firm's business number
No solution for clients to inbound via text

Arthur Law Firm had some challenges:
Send review requests via text message instead of
email
Automate appointment reminders via text 
Have clients text photos directly to the firm
business number through Kenect
Add 'Text Us' widget to website to allow clients
to text in directly from their website

Implemented Kenect platform into entire firm: 

Prior to getting Kenect, we didn't do any type of
appointment reminder at all. Now we have 
reminder templates set up with Kenect that are 
scheduled to go out to clients.
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CHALLENGE

22 Reviews Generated in 5 Months

Clients texting photos to firm number

35 Inbound Web Leads from Widget

57% Completion of Review Requests

SOLUTION

RESULTS

WHO IS ARTHUR LAW FIRM?

"Google Reviews are very important for our firm,
we're in an extremely competitive market."

"Being a personal injury firm, clients text us a lot
of photos. Before Kenect we used personal cells."

Of the 37 review requests texted, 21 clients
responded with a completed review.

"In just 5 months, we're starting to see many new
potential clients text in through the website."

WANT A DEMO?

TEXT US.

888-972-7422

www.kenect.com

The response has been really great. People are
able to remember appointments and if they do
need to cancel they let us know.

Arthur Law Firm sends out review requests via text
message and gets completed reviews within 30
minutes. Tina said, "that kind of quick response
time on reviews never happened before Kenect."

Tina Draine


